DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

[OMB Control Number 1615–0015]

Agency Information Collection Activities; Extension, Without Change, of a Currently Approved Collection: Immigrant Petition for Alien Workers


ACTION: 60-Day notice.

SUMMARY: The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration (USCIS) invites the general public and other Federal agencies to comment upon this proposed extension of a currently approved collection of information. In accordance with the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995, the information collection notice is published in the Federal Register to obtain comments regarding the nature of the information collection, the categories of respondents, the estimated burden (i.e. the time, effort, and resources used by the respondents to respond), the estimated cost to the respondent, and the actual information collection instruments.

DATES: Comments are encouraged and will be accepted for 60 days until August 23, 2019.

ADDRESSES: All submissions received must include the OMB Control Number 1615–0015 in the body of the letter, the agency name and Docket ID USCIS–2007–0018. To avoid duplicate submissions, please use only one of the following methods to submit comments:


FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: USCIS, Office of Policy and Strategy, Regulatory Coordination Division, Samantha Deshommes, Chief, 20 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20529–2140, telephone number 202–272–8377 (This is not a toll-free number. Comments are not accepted via telephone message). Please note contact information provided here is solely for questions regarding this notice. It is not for individual case status inquiries. Applicants seeking information about the status of their individual cases can check Case Status Online, available at the USCIS website at http://www.uscis.gov, or call the USCIS Contact Center at 800–375–5283 (TTY 800–767–1833).

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Comments

You may access the information collection instrument with instructions, or additional information by visiting the Federal eRulemaking Portal site at: http://www.regulations.gov and enter USCIS–2007–0018 in the search box. Regardless of the method used for submitting comments or material, all submissions will be posted, without change, to the Federal eRulemaking Portal at http://www.regulations.gov, and will include any personal information you provide. Therefore, submitting this information makes it public. You may wish to consider limiting the amount of personal information that you provide in any voluntary submission you make to DHS. DHS may withhold information provided in comments from public viewing that it determines may impact the privacy of an individual or is offensive. For additional information, please read the Privacy Act notice that is available via the link in the footer of http://www.regulations.gov.

Written comments and suggestions from the public and affected agencies should address one or more of the following four points:

(1) Evaluate whether the proposed collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the functions of the agency, including whether the information will have practical utility;

(2) Evaluate the accuracy of the agency’s estimate of the burden of the proposed collection of information, including the validity of the methodology and assumptions used;

(3) Enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the information to be collected; and

(4) Minimize the burden of the collection of information on those who are to respond, including through the use of appropriate automated, electronic, mechanical, or other technological collection techniques or other forms of information technology, e.g., permitting electronic submission of responses.

Overview of This Information Collection

(1) Type of Information Collection: Extension, Without Change, of a Currently Approved Collection.

(2) Title of the Form/Collection: Immigrant Petition for Alien Workers.

(3) Agency form number, if any, and the applicable component of the DHS sponsoring the collection: Form I–140; USCIS.

(4) Affected public who will be asked or required to respond, as well as a brief abstract: Primary: Business or other for-profit; Not-for-profit institutions. The information collected on this form will be used by USCIS to determine eligibility for the requested immigration benefits under section 203(b)(1), 203(b)(2), or 203(b)(3) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

(5) An estimate of the total number of respondents and the amount of time estimated for an average respondent to respond: The estimated total number of respondents for the information collection I–140 is 143,000 and the estimated hour burden per response is 1.083 hours.

(6) An estimate of the total public burden (in hours) associated with the collection: The estimated total annual hour burden associated with this collection is 154,917 hours.

(7) An estimate of the total public burden (in cost) associated with the collection: The estimated total annual cost burden associated with this collection of information is $62,598,250.

Dated: June 17, 2019.

Samantha L. Deshommes,

[FR Doc. 2019–13349 Filed 6–21–19; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

[Docket No. FR–6141–N–04]

Notice of a Federal Advisory Committee Meeting: Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee

AGENCY: Office of the Assistant Secretary for Housing—Federal Housing Commissioner, Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

ACTION: Notice of a Federal Advisory Committee Meeting: Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee (MHCC).
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ACTION: Notice of a Federal Advisory Committee Meeting: Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee (MHCC).

SUMMARY: This notice sets forth the schedule and proposed agenda for two teleconference meetings of the MHCC
General Subcommittee. The meetings are open to the public. The agenda for each meeting provides an opportunity for citizens to comment on the business before the MHCC.

DATES: The meetings will be held on July 24, 2019, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) and July 30, 2019, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time (EDT). The teleconference number for each teleconference is U.S. toll-free: 866–628–5137 and Participant Code: 4325435. To access the webinar, use the following link: https://zoom.us/j/823980538.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Teresa B. Payne, Acting Administrator, Office of Manufactured Housing Programs, Department of Housing and Urban Development, 451 7th Street SW, Room 9164, Washington, DC 20410, telephone 202–708–6423 (this is not a toll-free number). Persons who have difficulty hearing or speaking may access this number via TTY by calling the toll-free Federal Information Relay Service at 800–877–8339. Please note, written statements submitted will not be read during the meeting but will be provided to the Subcommittee members prior to the meeting.

The MHCC will also provide an opportunity for oral public comments on specific matters before the General Subcommittee. The total amount of time for oral comments will be 15 minutes with each commenter limited to two minutes to ensure pertinent Subcommittee business is completed. The Subcommittee will not respond to individual written or oral statements; however, it will take all public comments into account in its deliberations. The MHCC strives to accommodate citizen comments to the extent possible within the time constraints of the meeting agenda.

Tentative Agenda

Wednesday, July 24, 2019—10 a.m. to 4 p.m. ET

I. Call to Order and Roll Call
II. Opening Remarks—Subcommittee Chair & Designated Federal Officer (DFO)
III. Approval of minutes from May 5, 2019 General Subcommittee meeting

IV. Public Comment Period—15 minutes
V. Assigned Deregulation Comments Review

Deregulation Comments by Categories:
• Financing Issues—DRC 229, DRC 230, DRC 231, DRC 232, DRC 233, DRC 234, DRC 235, DRC 236, DRC 237, DRC 238, DRC 239, DRC 240, DRC 241, DRC 242, DRC 243, DRC 244, DRC 245, DRC 246
• General Comments about Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards—DRC 25, DRC 30, DRC 32, DRC 33, DRC 34, DRC 35, DRC 36, DRC 37, DRC 38, DRC 39, DRC 41, DRC 42, DRC 43, DRC 44, DRC 45, DRC 46, DRC 47, DRC 49, DRC 50, DRC 51, DRC 52, DRC 53, DRC 54, DRC 55, DRC 56, DRC 57, DRC 60, DRC 61, DRC 62, DRC 64, DRC 65, DRC 66, DRC 67, DRC 68, DRC 69, DRC 70, DRC 71, DRC 72, DRC 73, DRC 74, DRC 75, DRC 76, DRC 77, DRC 78, DRC 79, DRC 82, DRC 83, DRC 84, DRC 85
• Land Issues—DRC 287, DRC 288, DRC 289, DRC 290, DRC 291, DRC 292, DRC 293
• MHCC Issues—DRC 281, DRC 282, DRC 283, DRC 284, DRC 285, DRC 286
• OMHP Administration—DRC 254, DRC 255, DRC 256, DRC 257, DRC 258, DRC 259
• Regulatory Benefits—DRC 266, DRC 267, DRC 268, DRC 269, DRC 271, DRC 273, DRC 274, DRC 275, DRC 276, DRC 277, DRC 278, DRC 279, DRC 280
• Regulatory Burden and Overreach—DRC 3, DRC 7, DRC 15, DRC 20, DRC 21, DRC 23, DRC 198, DRC 199, DRC 200, DRC 201, DRC 202, DRC 203, DRC 204, DRC 205, DRC 206, DRC 207, DRC 208, DRC 209, DRC 210, DRC 211, DRC 212, DRC 213, DRC 214, DRC 215, DRC 216, DRC 217, DRC 218, DRC 219
• State Issue—DRC 29, DRC 228, DRC 260, DRC 261, DRC 262, DRC 263, DRC 264, DRC 265
• Miscellaneous—DRC 294, DRC 295, DRC 296, DRC 297, DRC 298, DRC 299

VI. Lunch from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.
VII. Assigned Deregulation Comments Review Continued

VIII. Public Comment Period—15 minutes
IX. Wrap Up—DFO & AO

X. Adjourn

Tuesday, July 30, 2019—10 a.m. to 4 p.m. ET

I. Call to Order and Roll Call
II. Opening Remarks—Subcommittee Chair & Designated Federal Officer (DFO)

III. Approval of minutes from May 2, 2015 General Subcommittee meeting

IV. Public Comment Period—15 minutes
V. Assigned Deregulation Comments Review

Deregulation Comments by Categories:
• Financing Issues—DRC 229, DRC 230, DRC 231, DRC 232, DRC 233, DRC 234, DRC 235, DRC 236, DRC 237, DRC 238, DRC 239, DRC 240, DRC 241, DRC 242, DRC 243, DRC 244, DRC 245, DRC 246
• General Comments about Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards—DRC 25, DRC 30, DRC 32, DRC 33, DRC 34, DRC 35, DRC 36, DRC 37, DRC 38, DRC 39, DRC 41, DRC 42, DRC 43, DRC 44, DRC 45, DRC 46, DRC 47, DRC 49, DRC 50, DRC 51, DRC 52, DRC 53, DRC 54, DRC 55, DRC 56, DRC 57, DRC 60, DRC 61, DRC 62, DRC 64, DRC 65, DRC 66, DRC 67, DRC 68, DRC 69, DRC 70, DRC 71, DRC 72, DRC 73, DRC 74, DRC 75, DRC 76, DRC 77, DRC 78, DRC 79, DRC 82, DRC 83, DRC 84, DRC 85
• Land Issues—DRC 287, DRC 288, DRC 289, DRC 290, DRC 291, DRC 292, DRC 293
• MHCC Issues—DRC 281, DRC 282, DRC 283, DRC 284, DRC 285, DRC 286
• OMHP Administration—DRC 254, DRC 255, DRC 256, DRC 257, DRC 258, DRC 259
• Regulatory Benefits—DRC 266, DRC 267, DRC 268, DRC 269, DRC 271, DRC 273, DRC 274, DRC 275, DRC 276, DRC 277, DRC 278, DRC 279, DRC 280
• Regulatory Burden and Overreach—DRC 3, DRC 7, DRC 15, DRC 20, DRC 21, DRC 23, DRC 198, DRC 199, DRC 200, DRC 201, DRC 202, DRC 203, DRC 204, DRC 205, DRC 206, DRC 207, DRC 208, DRC 209, DRC 210, DRC 211, DRC 212, DRC 213, DRC 214, DRC 215, DRC 216, DRC 217, DRC 218, DRC 219
• State Issue—DRC 29, DRC 228, DRC 260, DRC 261, DRC 262, DRC 263, DRC 264, DRC 265
• Miscellaneous—DRC 294, DRC 295, DRC 296, DRC 297, DRC 298, DRC 299

VII. Public Comment Period—15 minutes
VIII. Public Comment Period—15 minutes
IX. Wrap Up—DFO & AO
X. Adjourn

Dated: June 17, 2019.

John L. Garvin,
General Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Housing.
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